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The portrait photograph of Alan that adorns this volume and the staircase at Marc Fitch House glowers at us, disapprovingly. He could be like that occasionally – I have a letter from him in which he describes the publisher of one of his books as ‘a malicious oaf’ – but that is not how I and other old friends remember him. He was a kind and gentle man, very supportive of his staff and students and always ready to take an interest in their work. I met him first in 1968 when I was doing a part-time PhD under William Hoskins at Leicester. Shortly afterwards, William retired and Alan became my supervisor. Then in 1969 I was his first appointment when he became head of department. I was a research fellow in agrarian history at Leicester until I moved to Sheffield University in 1973, but we remained in close contact and I have always thought of my time at Leicester under Alan’s guidance as my formative years as a local historian.

But, of course, as I did not meet him until 1968, I can offer no insights into the origins of his book The community of Kent and the Great Rebellion that will be discussed in this volume. By the time that I first knew him he had moved on to other interests. He had finished his PhD on this subject in 1957, but in that year he was appointed as research assistant at Leicester, to Dr Joan Thirsk, working on volume four of The agrarian history of England and Wales, 1500–1640. In 1960 he became research fellow in urban history at Leicester, and therefore the conversion of his thesis into a book was done in his leisure time and it was not published until 1966. Joan tells me that when Alan sent her a copy of his book, The community of Kent and the Great Rebellion, upon its publication he wrote that, thanks to her, he had become more interested in economic and social history and that the study of the probate inventories of ordinary Kent farmers had set him off on a new track. He also said that the underlying theme of his book had changed since the completion of his original thesis. It was now ‘the close-woven fabric of Kentish family life’, which was ‘the only point that still interests me’.

This probably explains why he never responded to the later debate about county communities stemming from his book. His interests had moved elsewhere. Another point that Joan makes is that, later on, he seems to have downgraded the traumatic effects on people of the civil wars when set against other crises such as acute food shortages resulting from harvest failure.

My own memory is that ‘the close-woven fabric of Kentish family life’ was indeed a major and abiding interest of Alan’s and one that stemmed from his childhood in Sevenoaks, which he remembered as ‘a quiet, small market town’. He wrote a memoir of his younger days, which we hope will be published, and which he asked me to comment on some twenty years or so ago. I was impressed by his vivid, detailed memories of an environment that was totally different from my own upbringing on the edge of the Pennines. Two things in particular stand out in my memory. One is his love of the streets, houses and shops of Sevenoaks and particularly the wooded countryside around the town at a time when there was little traffic and plenty of freedom for a child to roam. This nourished his lifelong interest in woodlands and commons, culminating in his great book Continuity and colonization: the evolution of Kentish settlement and the research on commons and greens that occupied his later years, but which, alas, he never finished. He had a sharp eye and a fondness for nature, as well as a deep feeling for the built environment and the history of the countryside. Any discussion of his work on Kent must start with the depth of his emotional attachment to and deep knowledge of his native county, which I noted at first hand when I went with his MA students on a field trip there one spring. An unresolved puzzle is why Alan continued to live in a south Leicestershire village when he took early retirement rather than move back to Kent. Perhaps he realised how much Sevenoaks had changed and preferred to rely on his memories as a continued source of emotional support for his later research? But this, of course, is just speculation.

The other thing that I remember vividly from his memoir is his upbringing in a family of fully committed members of the Exclusive Sect of the Plymouth Brethren. Although he broke away from the Brethren in 1963, after a period of great strain, his memories of his upbringing amongst them were happy ones. Alan was a deeply religious man, although he kept his beliefs private amongst his colleagues. His own background as a member of the Plymouth Brethren and his detailed knowledge of the Bible certainly informed his work on religious nonconformity, such as his essay on Philip Doddridge, the eighteenth-century

evangelical minister from Northampton, whose writings he came across during his tenure of the fellowship in urban history, and his occasional paper on The pattern of rural dissent: the nineteenth century, in the new series that he started when he became professor and head of department at Leicester in 1968. As I shared an interest in nonconformist history, he asked me to comment on his paper. He was on study leave at the time and I have a closely written eight-page letter in which he replied in detail to the points I raised. In it, he taught me a valuable lesson in not being too hard on other historians with whom one disagreed, for in my reply I had criticised an influential article on which he had relied. He agreed with my criticisms but pointed out that the article was a pioneering one. Alan wrote, ‘It is possible – not, I think, probable at all – that his theory is true in some areas. But I will leave the trouncing of the poor nitwit to you.’ He ended his letter with a detailed explanation of the meaning of ‘Jehovah Jireh’, an inscription which I had seen on a Sheffield chapel and had asked him about, then perhaps smiling to himself he apologised for ‘that little homily (which you asked for!)’.

In his memoir, Alan noted the strength of family life and the cohesion of the Brethren through their weekly meetings and their intermarriage. These memories reinforced his historical interest in the importance of family connections, starting with the diaries and letters of the Kentish gentry in the civil wars. His own experiences during the Second World War, when his home was destroyed by a bomb and families were torn apart, informed his work on the breakdown of family relationships and what he called ‘Kent cousinages’ during the 1640s. Three hundred years later, he himself was conscripted into the army as a non-combatant in 1944, serving until 1948.

When he became Joan Thirsk’s research assistant for The agrarian history Alan’s interests turned from the gentry to other social groups. He wrote an influential chapter on farm labourers for volume four. When I was a member of his department he was working on inns and country carriers and on decayed market towns, as well as on religious dissent. That was an exciting time, in which the frontiers of the relatively new subject of local history were pushed out in all sorts of directions as Alan encouraged us to follow our interests. His own interests moved back in time to the origins of settlement in Kent and forward into the Victorian and Edwardian period. I was impressed by his tremendous knowledge of English literature. I learned later that he had read all the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century classical authors in English while he was still at school. Now the novels of George Eliot, Elizabeth Gaskell, Margaret Oliphant and Arnold Bennett, in particular, informed his work on the intense lives of dissenting families up and down the land.

Alan’s interest in Kentish families and their inter-connections, first revealed in his work on the civil wars, underpinned his later research and writing. Two of his collected essays, published in 1985 as Landscape and community in England, are ‘Kentish family portrait’, a study of the family of the great antiquarian Edward Hasted, and ‘Dynasty and community since the seventeenth century’, which dealt with ‘entire networks of regional and dynastic connexion which extended beyond the limits of the individual community, and which developed largely outside the ranks of the aristocracy and squirearchy’. Here we see his interests extending beyond the county gentry and going much lower down the social scale. He described ‘this principle of dynastic connexion’ as ‘an extraordinarily pervasive feature of English provincial society’ which:

not only shaped the structure of politics, where it has long been familiar: it influenced the course of regional trade; it facilitated the evolution of technical skills; it moulded the development of many professions; it channelled the diffusion of ideas; it bounded the society of town and country together. It affected farming; it affected industry, it affected retail trade, it affected craftsmanship. It affected the church, it affected nonconformity, it affected the army and the navy.

He went on to say that, ‘in studying any provincial society, we need to identify the core of dominant families who for one reason or another came to form the focus of influence within it’. Leading on from this, ‘we need to consider the origins of these central or focal families’, most of which were drawn from ‘the indigenous families of the area in question’. He demonstrated this by a detailed study of what he called ‘some 220 paramount dynasties’, comprising 4,450 separately established families, virtually all of which were confined to Kent, with such distinctive local names as Blaxland, Denne, Hambrook, or Kingsnorth. In such ways, his early interests persisted, but within the sphere of social and economic history rather than the political, and widening in their social and geographical compass.

I have three quick, unrelated memories of Alan to finish with. First, Alan came to speak at an extramural day-school that I organised at Sheffield in the 1970s. He was on after lunch, but I also had to see to the main speaker in the morning, Maurice Beresford. Maurice was a garrulous man who loved a good meal and the lunch went well over time, leaving me to race back to the lecture theatre to apologise for my bad manners in leaving Alan to fend for himself in setting up his slides. But I need not have feared, for he was sitting on the stage...

---


serenely regarding the audience. ‘There is a seriousness of purpose about a northern adult audience that I approve of,’ he said. He put it down to the West Riding nonconformist tradition and thought that midland audiences were lacking in comparison.

Second, he stayed overnight on another occasion and at six o’clock in the morning I was woken by the sound of voices. To my dismay, I realised that my two young children were in his bedroom. I raced in to apologise, but found Alan sitting on the edge of his bed talking to my enthralled offspring about some old coins, which he had found on the window sill. He was not at all fazed about their intrusion at that early hour and always took an interest in my children as they grew older.

The third memory is rather a perplexing one. We all have our little quirks and Alan was able to laugh at his, but on this occasion I do not think that he intended to be funny. He lived alone with the company of a succession of cats. I have to confess to a certain indifference to cats, but they meant much to Alan. In 1999 he finished a long letter to me by writing: ‘Must stop, as my cat Shadow has come for his tea. The history of cats needs looking into next – a most interesting topic is the changing attitudes to them. Did you know that windows were not invented to let light in, but for cats to look out of?’ Alan did not joke about cats, but I do not think he pursued this particular line of research any further.

After the retirement of William Hoskins, Alan became the leading English local historian of his time. It is very fitting that this memorial volume should arise from a conference held in his old department, now the Centre for English Local History, at the University of Leicester.